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ABSTRACT

The solution of the economic load dispatch problem using Hopfield modeling is
presented. It has been inte,nded to include thepowerlirnitsconstraintsofthe
generating units into the e,nergy ftnction in addition to the total fuel ecst,
transrnission losses and the power balance constraint. 'fhe weighting factors of
the elrerg] firnction are appropriately selected, while the weighting factor
associated with the h'ansmission losses may be adjusted and the generated power
of each unit in addition to the transmission losses may be updated during the
cornputaticn process. The prcposed method is applied on a power qystern. The
obtained results are compared with the results which are obtained by application
of sorne convmtional methods on the power system such as LaGrange method,
second order gradlent method and participation factors method. As a recent
method, the artificial neural network is also designated to solve the economic
dispatch problern The acceptable agreement between the obtained results
reveals the validity and verifies the feasibility of the proposed method. The
solution could tre obtained without violation of the power limits, consequently"
without cornputrsion of the generating units to dispatch the load on these limits.
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tr. HNT$&CIN{JCT'NSN

With the developrneret of integrated power ryrstems and the interconnection of
operating companies for purposes of economy interchangg it is necessary to
consider not oniy the increrne,rdal fuel costs but also tire incren:lental
transmission losses for optimal econorcic opm'ation. Much effort has been
expand in &e past to solve the economic load dispatch of power systems ftr, 2,
and 31.

The objectrve function of apower systern, which is connected to an equivalent
load bus ftrough afi'ansmission networlg is to minimize the total fuel cost (i{T).

N
KT:L rqPt)

i:1
(1)

Where I( (PJ is the cost quation of each unit, it can be given in terms of the
characteristic constants a; h and q of each unit.

It(Pil:q+bih+qPi2 (2)

The powcr balance constraint stafes that, the zum of the ganerated power of each
unit (PJ must equal to the received load (FR) plus the fansmission losses (PL).
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N
I Pi: PR+ PL

The power limits constraint defines that, the power outpr$ of each unit rnust be
iess than or equatr to the maximum power permiued (pXi) and must tre greater
thsn or equal to dre minirnum power pennitted on that unit (FN).

PNr 5 Pr s r>q {4)

'lhe inequality conskaints can be tansformed to eryrality constraints by the
following equation,

(PXi - PJ Gi - PNJ + ri:O (s)

where q; is a control variable for the generating unit i, its value changes during
the optimization process and from time interval (IT) to other one. it equals zeri
whecr Pi equals P$ or PN and it has a negative value for the values of p, *hi"h
are between the fwo power limits.

According to LaGrange mefrod [1j, get starting vaJues for the generated power

9f gach unit and pick a starting value of the incrementa.l cost ofreceived power
]" then calculate PL from the tansrnission loss formula^ The economil troad
dispatch problern has to be solved repea.tedly until the following power balance
constraint would be satisfied"

N
PR+PL.T R < C

i:1

Where e is the total demand tolerance, which is taken as 10{ (also for all other
applied methods).

Gradient search techniques always start offwith a feasible solution" in which ail
constraints are satisfied, and search for the optimum solution until no significant
gain in the objective function is obtained [], 2]. By using the participation
f,actors method consistent answers and a staight forward solution can be
obtained repeatedly by rnoving the generators from one economically optimum
schedule to another as the ioad changes by a reasonablv smail amounts [f],

When the obtained solution by one of these conventional rnethads gives for a
certain generating unit a vaiue of the generated power, which vieilates the

(3)

(6)
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corresponding power limits, fhe solution may be modified widr compulsion this
tmit to operate on that violated power limit

Recently, the economic load disparch problem has been solved by using
artificial neural networks [4, 5] and by using Hopfield modeling [6, 7, 8, I3].
The mathematical model for the proposed method to solve the problem based on
Hopfield modeling is presented. It is intended to exte,nd the energy frrnction of
Hopfield modeling to contain the inequality constrainh of the power limits after
their transformation to equality conshaints to avoid the nepessity to observe the
power limits during the course of the computation. Also, to avoid the
compuision of the generating units to operate without violation of these limits.
Comparisons are carried out between the results, which are obtained by fte all
applied methods.

2. &fa{'hemnaticaE rnoedeling cf the proBesed mrethod

The energy function (EF) of the Hopfield model" wldch
during the computation process [7, 8, l3], can be defined by

EF:-CIst Izayly:-Iouy'
lJ !

may be converged

Where y; y3 are fhe ou@uts of neuron i and neuron j, rospectively, .Z6 is the
mutual conductance between neuron i and neuron j,.and Q is the extemal input
to neuron i" The relaticn between dre input and flle output for each neuron is
given by the fcllowing d"ynamic chara,cteristic

ir:[ Ztjy:+ Qi (8)

J

Where I; is the input to the neuron i, ii is the rate of change of tr1 widr respect ttr
the time.

To apply the Hopfield model on the econornic load dispatch problern, the enerry
fi.rnction @F) is extended. to include tre objective functioq Eqs. (1) and (2),
power balance constraint, Eq (3), and the transmission losses (PI-) in addition to
the equalif constraints of power limits of eaclr unit, Eq. (5).

EF :0.5 cr, [PR i PL - 4 R]t + 0.5 F E (q + bi Pi + ci Pi') + 0.5 y PL

+0.s84 i(PX-PJP,-PN)+r1ul (e)

t?)
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Where &, [1, T and fi ere u'eighting f,actors. The transmission losses (PL) and tire
penalty factor (PF;) of each unit are grven, respectively, by

NN
Pr-: I I F; 84 F; iio)

:-r i__1l- | l- I"J

FFi: i /(1 -6Pr-/SPJ: i /(1 -Lir) (11)

Where i\ *" the coefficient of Sre kansnrission losses forrnuia, LI1 is the
incrernental loss of unit i at an initial generation Pq'.

LIi': EPL/EPi' :2 L % P: (12)
j

When the generated power of unit i changes from Pi to Pi, the transmission
losses will be changed from PL'to PL.

PI-: PL',+ APL: PL'+ & LII (n - R) (13)

Substituting F,q. (13) rnto Eq. (9), the energ,y fi.rnction (EF) becomes

EF : [0.5 o(PR+ PL)2 + 0.5 F f,ai+ 0.5 T(PL' - :iLIi P,') - 0.5 6E pX pNa

+0.56Eqil -Xrla(PR+PL)- 0.5Pbi-0.5y LIi'- 6 ARIPi

+[0.5(a+Fq-S)Pt'?+] tO.SaQP; (14)

Where AP; is the average genemtion of unit i : 0.5 (Plq + PNJ

The first tenn of Eq. (la) is constant. Comparing Eqs. (7) and (1a) yields

Zii:-c-Bq+6 (15)

Z*: - u (i6)

Oi:cr(PR+PL')- 0.5pbi- 0.5T LIi' - E APi (1?)

Substituting Eqs. (15)-(1?) rnto Eq. (8) gives

ii: GY-0.5F(br+2qP)- 05rLI1 +6pi - EApi (1S)

Where"
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Y: PR+PL',-qPj (i9)

The generated power of each unit Pi is a function of the input to neuron i, f;(IJ,
[6, 7,8" l3],

(IX'-l')
&: fi(IJ : - elq - PNJ + P)q (20)

(rxr- rNJ

Where IX; INt are the maximum and minimum lirnit of Ii, respectively. Then"

(P& - pNJ

rl :k il (21)
(ry- n'{')

Where k is afi.rnction of rnaximurn and minirnum lirnjts of both generated power
of unit i and input to netuon i. Substitutiftg Eq" (1S) Lnto Eq. lZi; and solving in
the optimal generation R of unit i yields

c&Y - Mi
n_ri: 

--- 0.7.\

$q-E

Where,

Mi: 0.5 F bi+ yEi BE Pj+ S APi

From Eqs.(19), (22) zurd (23), Y will be given by

PR.+ pL',+ &N [M,( B ct- S)]
Y_ (24)

t+xiNlol(0q-s)l

The incremental fuel cost of unit i is given by

dFt/dFi:h+2 qFi

Frorn Eqs.(21) and (18), dre incremental fuel cost can be obtained in terms of the
weighting factors o, p and y

Pi:K [oY- 0.5 S (br+ 2 qPJ - 0.5yLIi ] :0

t23)

(26)

(25)
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Then, .i

dFi/d P;:2[4Y - 0.5 [Lli' ) / b (27)

The multiplication of tlie equalincremental costandthepenaltyfactorofeach
unit rnay be satisfied and the equai constant value (|).

PFi (dFi/riPi ) : 2o( Y I P: 1 (28)

Then, the weighting factor of the transmission losses ! rnay be equal twice the

rnultiptication ofu. and Y as in the following equation.

(7e)X:zxv
The procedure of the calculations of the proposed method is illustrated in the
flow chart given in Fig. 1.

3. TEST EXAMPLE AND RBSULTS

The power systern data is given in Table 1. and the hansmission loss coefficients
of the power system are given in thp following matrix, each value may be

rnultiplied by 10-3.

0.05220 0.00864 -0.00406 0.00623 -0.0059s

0 00864 0.06770 0.00902 -0.00741 0.00613
-0.00406 0.00902 0.03830 0.00825 0.00289
0.00623 -0.00741 0.00825 0.029ss -0.00396
-0.00595 0.00613 0.00289 -0.00395 0.04632

The data of the daily load curve is given in Table 2, flie received power is in Mw
and the length of each tirne interval equals one hour.

When the transmission losses (PL) are not considered in the economic dispatch,

the proposed method is applied, first, without inclusion of the power limits
constraint of each unit in the energy function. Second, when the energy function
is extended to include these constrains. The weights of the energy function are

optionai selecteci by 
^ 

: 800000, F: 0.ZO and 5 : 0.02 during the optimization
period. Table 3 shows the obtained total fuel cost by solving the economic load

dispatcir problern r.rsing the proposed method, LaGrange tnetirod, participation
factors n-rethod and the second-order gradient rnethod. The percentage excess in
fuel cost obtained by each method referred to the obtained fuel cost of LaGrarlge
rnethod.
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When the transmission losses have been considered, the total fuel cost and the
transmission-loss energy obtained by the proposed method and LaGrange
rnethod are given in Table 4. The percentage ratio (TTER) between the energy
loss arld the energy required to cover the received load in the optimization
period are also tabulated in Table 4 for both rnentioned methods.

Two artificial neural networks (ANNI & ANN2) are designated by using the
back propagation learning algorithm, [1 l, 12], as an recent rnethod to solve the
economic load dispatch problem. Both networks are trained out from the input
and otltput patterns, which are obtained by solving the economic dispaich
problern by LaGrange rnethod.

ANN1 is designated for the condition of neglecting the transrnission losses and
consists of three layers, the first is the input layer which contains,2 neurons. The
input to first neuron is the received load and the input to the secoild nenron is the
difference between the received load and the average of the received loads
during tite optirnization period. The intennediate layer is tlie hidden layer and
consists of 4 neltrons to connect the input layer and the output layer, which is the
third layer that consists of 5 neurons. The outputs for the first five nellrons
represent the generated power of each unit" while the output of sixth neuron
represents the fuel cost of the generating units to cover the received load in eactrr
time interval

When tlte transrnission losses are considered in the calculations, ANN2 is
designated, in which the input layer consists of3 neurons. The inputsto these
neurons represent the received load, the difference between the surn of the Llpper
lirnits of all units and the received load and the difference between the received
Ioad and the sum of the lower lirnits of the generated power of ail units,
respectiveiy. it is suggested to take these two differences as input data to the
network to increase the number of inputs to avoid the sahration causeci by tire
sigrnoidal function and to obtain accurate olltput patterns, particularly witii the
large number of outputs. The hidden layer consists offive neurons, wfiilethe
output layer consists of seven neurons (output power for five generating units,
the transmission losses and the fuel cost coffesponding to each time interval.
The input and outpr"rt patterns rnay be initialized between 0 and I and the
connection weights besides the biases rnay be assumed before the training
process of the network [9, 10, II,l2].
The two netrvorks test four patterns for the output data. The results are compared
in Tables 5 and 6 with the corresponding data obtained by solving the problern
using LaGrange tnethod and the proposed rnethod. Also, the valuis ofiearning
rate and the tnomentum constant of each network are given in each table. These
values rnay be carefully selected to obtain best results.
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4. CONCLUSIONS

A proposed method to solve the economic load dispatch problern is presented.
The rnethod is based on the Hopfield rnodeling. The mathernatical model has
been btiilt with and without extension of the energy ftinction to include the
constraint of power lirnits in addition to the objective function, power balance
and the transmission losses. The results obtained by application olthe proposed
method power system have a great agreement with the results obiained by
application of some conventional methods as LaGrange method, participation
factors rnethod and the second-order gradient rnethod.

The cornparison verifies validity and feasibility of the proposed method. Full
agreefirent is existed between the results obtained by the proposed method,
especially, with that obtained by LaGrange method, when the 

"ire.gy 
function

contains, oniy, the objective function, power balance constraint and the
translnission losses.

When the energy function is extended in tire proposed rnethod to contain the
power iirnits constraints of tlie generating Lrniis, igreeable results for the fuel
cost and the ratio of transmission energy loss to the energy requiled to cover the
received load over the optirnization period would be noticed.

Artificial neural networks are designated, as recent method, to solve the
economic load dispatch problern. These networks cornpaling with the results
obtained by LaGrange rnethod and tire proposed rnethod obtuin acceptable
output data. Using of the neural nehvorks gives wide range of solutions and is
valid lbr the on-line operarion.
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Table l. lJnit fuel cost constants and poysr lirnits of each generafing r.rnit

Unit &; bi ci PXi PNI
No.

r 640.6.50 0.00180 650.0 90.0
2 500.7.00 0.04220 600.0 r00"
3 296" 7.84 0.0026s 500.0 80.0
4 180. 8.20 0 00308 350.0 s0"0
5 r r 0" 8.90 0.00340 200.0 30.0

Table 2. Received load (PR) in each tirne interval GD.

Table 3. Total fuel cost and theo/a excess in fuel cost obtained by the used
rnethods when PL aren't oonsidered in the economie dispatch.

Used rnethods in the economic
dispatch Total fuel eost

(f,)
%o Excess in fuel

cost

The
proposed
method

Without
inclusion

0f
power limits
constraints

295033.08 0.000745

with
inclusion

of
power limits
constraints

29999r.48 1.580565

LaGrange rnethod 29sA32.86

Participation factors rnethod 289281"84 1.949284

Second-order gradient rnethod 297877.39 0.964140

IT 2 34 5678 9 10 11 12

PR 1500 1240 980 7s0 570 360 600 830 1025 1150 1300 1490
IT 13 14 ls 16 t7 i8 19 20 21 22 23 24
PR 1620 1400 1250 1000 1280 1450 1680 1900 2150 nAj 2010 1800

bJ4
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Table 4. Total fuel cost, theYo excess in fuel cost and % (TTER) obtained by the
used rnethods when PL are considered in the economic dispatch.

Used rnetlrods
in

the economic
dispatch

Total
fuel cost

(f)

%
Excess

in
fuel cost

Energy
Loss

(Mwh)

o/o

TTER

The
proposed
Method

Without
inclusion

of
power lirnits
constraints

302446.44 0.075 848.424 2.68

wirh
inclusion

of
power liniits
constraints

305440.12 r.a4'7 674.211 2.13

LaGrange rnethod 34227 5.30 82s.542 2.6r
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Table 5. Cornparisorr of the test-patterns ogtput ciata of the aitificial neural
networks with the obtained otrtpuidata brv LaGrange rnethod and by
the proposed rnethod when the trarrsrnission losses aren't considered"

PR"

Mw
PI

Without consideration of transmission losses

ANNl

learning rate
:0.4

mornenturn
constant
:0.6

LaGrange
method

Proposed rnethod

Without
inclusion

of
power
lirnits

With
inclusion

of
power
limits

1,240

P1

P2

P3

Pq

P5

K

607.750 601.082 601.082 347.316
364.800 378.1s8 378.158 330.843
t47.000 $5.452 rs5.4s2 27s.050
82.250 75.308 7s.308 185.270
26.000 30.000 30.000 101.520

10874.790 t1432.910 1t432.930 t1677.780

I 150

P1

P2

Pr
Pa

P5

K

580.450 571.880 571.880 329 .47A
328.800 354.260 3s4.270 312.920
132.500 135.620 t3s.62} 257 050
72.4s0 s8.240 s8.240 t67.tg0
22.600 30.000 30.000 83.370

10145.s14 10657.890 10657.900 1088i 860

I 400

Pr

P2

P3

Pa
D.r)

K

635.700 6s0.u00 6s0.000 379.046
433.800 421.814 421.814 362.703
180.000 I9t.69A 191.700 307 060
105.000 106.490 106.490 217.420
35.200 30.000 30.000 t33.770

124t9 .138 12834 .120 12534 .120 13 i I 3 .8 1 0

2150

Pr
p^

P3

Pq
D.rf

K

650.000 650.000 650.000 561.990
597.000 600.000 600.000 546.400
435.500 422.120 422.t24 491.510
305.5s0 304.750 304.750 350.000
159.000 173.rcA 113.t26 200.000

24497 .984 199T2.870 t9912.880 20087 .A2A
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Table 6. Cornparison of the test-patterns o*tput data of the artificial neural
networks with the obtained outpnt data by LaGrange rnethod and by
the proposed rnethod when the transmission losses are considered.

PR

Mw
P;

With consideration of transrniision losses

ANN2

Learning rate
:0.4

momentum
constant
:0.6

LaGrange
Method

Proposed rnethod

Without
Inclusion

of
power
limits

with
inclusion

of
power
lirnits

1240

P1

P.

P3

P+

P5

t(
PL

579.800 s58"842 558.522 351.7 47
318.600 352.897 352.518 335.292
192.000 202.473 203.170 279.s23
119.3s0 126.374 t27.As8 T89.760
36.200 30.000 30.000 106.020

tl7 rr .320 tL716.420 11722.82A I 1876.680
30.080 30.595 3T.269 22.342

I 150

P1

Pz

P3

Pq
D-rJ
r/

PL

551 .850 530.595 530.507 333.372
298.2A0 330.160 329.978 3\6.842
172 00A 180.113 180.470 260.957
rc2.200 106 037 106.492 t7t.I42
27.800 30.000 30.000 87.341

10788.990 i0904.800 10909.690 11055.210
26.480 26.914 27.447 19.684

1400

P'
F2

P3

P+

Ps

K
PL

613.600 6at.567 650.000 3s4.50t
35s.800 386.436 36t"364 358.188
231.000 23s.856 279.215 312.571
155.050 157.20A 150.705 222.955
s't.200 s5.473 sI.62A 89"325

13362.910 13187.880 13238.820 13363j6A
37.140 36.642 42.9A4 27.546

2l 50

P1

P2
p-
1i

Pq
I)-
f)

K
PL

649.3s0 6s0.000 6s0.000 s9]-.t t
510.600 589.131 591.711 575.650
41s.500 432.224 430.560 500.000
31i.850 347.629 345.348 350.000
181.800 200.000 200.000 200.000

19390.170 2052T.4s0 206As"790 2070t.640
65.820 68.994 67.619 66.774
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